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SHOES FIT FOR PURPOSE 
What you need to know to select the right shoe for the right purpose  

 

Lon Kilgore PhD FRSB 

 

For the better part of a century there has been an interest, both commercial 

and public, in manufacturing and wearing shoes that are specific for purpose 

and that when worn in exercise or sport, enhance performance. At least the 

public thinks this when considering purchasing a pair of athletic shoes. 

Commercially, if you review patent applications from the various shoe 

manufacturers you will note that the vast majority of patents make no claim 

about performance improvement, rather they are filed specific to safety or 

comfort characteristics. But even those claims related to safety and injury 

prevention have little support in the scientific literature. Although excessive 

training load and previous running injury have been identified as possible culprits 

(Malisoux, 2015), two recent reviews of available literature on the topic of 

running shoes and injury frequency were unable to determine a consistent set of 

injury relationships (Damsted, 2018; Nielsen, 2012).  

There is a small amount of performance data within the weightlifting and 

powerlifting shoe arenas, but while positive effects are noted on biomechanical 

variables, the diverse methodologies and subjects used make a concrete 

statement on performance enhancement impossible. 

So, in the absence of solid and credible evidence on shoe driven performance, 

and in the context of the 2021 annual global spending on athletic shoes of $100 

billion, vested interests run amuck. They will advertise implying performance 

benefits and leverage high visibility sports personalities to endorse the interest’s 

line of shoes in order to get maximum market penetration and sales.  

Another by-product of the limited scientific evidence available is that there has 

been and will continue to be a tremendous amount of media attention, 

including massive social media chatter about what shoe to wear while running, 

while walking, while lifting, while CrossFitting, and virtually every other exercise 

modality. Many thousands of expert and not-so-expert opinions are floating 

around the Internet waiting for a click, a quick read, and a follow of an 

outbound link to a product that returns a commission/referral fee to the 

author/owner of the referring website content. Experts generally don’t do this 

(but may if they truly believe in the product or brand). So it is mostly the not-so-

expert operating this way, recommending one model and/or brand of shoe not 

because evidence suggests it, potentially not even because he or she likes and 

uses the shoe, but because it pays the referral fee on a sale. It is easy to check 
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the veracity of the expert and not-so-expert, just look at the nearly permanent 

internet record of the individual. In the obligatory selfies and training 

photographs they post, what brand/model shoe were they wearing last year, 

five years ago, ten? 

This person recommends this shoe for running, this shoe for lifting, and this shoe 

something else. This person says not to wear shoes at all. Is there one shoe that 

can do everything? Subjective, opinion heavy media content and sparse 

research data means that we have very little objective data about what the 

perfect exercise shoe is and where to find it. The elusive multi-purpose exercise 

shoe is the Holy Grail of exercise footwear that may never be identified, for a 

variety of reasons. 

One major such reason is that there is no common language or methodology for 

evaluating what type of exercise a shoe is appropriate for within the scientific or 

commercial domains. That means that there are no objective, reliable, or 

uniformly accepted means to determine if a shoe made by manufacturer X is 

similar to a shoe made by manufacturer Y or if either is fit for intended purpose, 

other than simply fulfilling the role of a shoe worn during exercise. Until everyone 

is comparing things to a single standard, headway in finding the perfect fitness 

shoe cannot be made. Until there is such a consensus, most lifters, runners, 

CrossFitters, etc., will do what has always been done, wear whatever shoe they 

want to, based on non-authoritative speculation, because the shoe is easily 

available, it’s currently trendy, or is heavily marketed using high-profile celebrity 

athletes. Most likely, based on those items, it will probably be a heavily 

cushioned "running" shoe. After all, and above all, they are comfortable. 

A Consumer Oriented Rating System 

While developed well over two decades ago and published over a decade 

ago, the system of shoe evaluation presented here, a simple and organized 

means of selecting the correct shoe for your training, has not been supplanted. 

It’s updated form can provide guidance whether you a weightlifting, a 

powerlifter, a CrossFitter, a runner, etc. The system’s intent is twofold: 

1. Make the consumer non-reliant on the advice of random experts or social 

media influencers. (NOTE: Some might construe the author as a random expert) 

2. Give exercise professionals a framework to help them develop a means of 

identifying shoes to recommend to their trainees and provide these trainees with 

a compelling rationale as to why they need them. While selling directly to or 

receiving referral commissions from vendors who sell to your customers is a nice 

value added, it is incumbent upon you as a trainer or coach not to betray client 

trust by selling them things that you cannot justify, trust, or are not willing to stake 

your reputation on the benefits of using the sold product. 
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There are four objective elements evaluated in this system; sole compressibility, 

sole flexibility, anterior-to-posterior sole elevation, and tarsal-metatarsal support. 

These can be measured in the laboratory with instrumentation, but this is a 

consumer system with no instruments needed. Fingers, hands, toes, feet, and 

eyes are the only measurement instruments required. 

There are also two subjective elements that are evaluated; comfort and visual 

appeal. Comfort is an important individual concern and as the perception of 

comfort can affect performance, it is a valid consideration. If a shoe is 

appropriate for the given exercise but it sucks to wear it, then do not wear it, 

and that is OK. Find an alternative. Visual appeal does not specifically affect the 

suitability of a shoe for purpose, its potential to enhance performance, or 

potential to reduce injury. Remember the Edsel, the Pacer, the Aztec? Each 

were perfectly serviceable automobiles, just styled in a manner rendering them 

unattractive to consumers and sales were abysmal. Similarly, the styling of a shoe 

can add to or detract from desirability of a serviceable shoe.  

Each of the elements of evaluation are rated on a low-to-high five point scale: 

Objective Measures 

Sole Compressibility 
   

Soft   1 2 3 4 5 Hard 
 

Sole Flexibility 
  

  Flexible  1 2 3 4 5 Inflexible 
  

Anterior-Posterior Elevation 
  

  Flat Heel  1 2 3 4 5 Elevated Heel 
  

Tarsal-Metatarsal Support 
  

  Absent  1 2 3 4 5 Present 
  

Subjective Measures 

Comfort 
  

  Uncomfortable 1 2 3 4 5 Comfortable 
  

Visual Appeal 
  

  Unattractive  1 2 3 4 5 Attractive 

 

Defining and Performing the Ratings 

Sole Compressibility – This is the degree to which the complete shoe sole will 

deform under pressure. A rock is non-compressible; a marshmallow is extremely 
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compressible. To assess compressibility of a given shoe, hold it upside down in 

your hands, fingers wrapped into the ankle opening and thumbs lying over the 

heel area of the sole. Squeeze your thumbs into the sole as hard as you can. If 

there is no give (like pushing your thumbs into leather-covered wood, as in old 

school weightlifting shoes), that would warrant a rating of 5, or “hard.” If 

compression is significant (greater than 1.5 centimeters), that would warrant a 2. 

If the sole completely compresses (like inexpensive foam flip-flop sandals, top 

image in figure 1), a score of 1 is appropriate. Compressibility is a problem for 

repeatable technique with any activity, but especially for weighted exercises. In 

weighted exercises like the squat, deadlift, clean, etc., the ability to 

simultaneously control one’s body and the weight lifted is hampered on a 

squishy shoe sole. If the combined mass of the body and barbell cannot be 

effectively managed, motor control (doing the exercise correctly) and maximal 

force generation (lifting as much as possible) cannot occur. This slows the rate of 

learning exercise technique and improving performance. 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Testing compressibility. A sole like a 

foam flip-flop sandal (top) is easy to 

completely compress by pinching, earning it 

a 1. For other shoes a hard squeeze is 

required to discriminate between a 2 and a 

5. The running shoe (middle) compressed 

the distance marked by the white lines. The 

weightlifting shoe did not compress. 
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Sole Flexibility – This is the resistance to deformation from forced bending or 

twisting. To assess this, two tests are done. First, grab the toe of the shoe and 

bend it back toward the heel (Figure 2 top two images). The shoe should bend 

laterally, across the area of the ball of the foot. If it bends easily (as would an 

inexpensive foam flip-flop sandal) the score is 1. If it takes a few pounds of 

pressure to create the bend, a score of 5 is appropriate.  

The second test is to hold the toe immobile and rotate the heel (turn it like a 

screw driver). If the shoe can be completely twisted on itself, it scores a 1. If it 

twists less than 15 degrees, it is a 5. Average the two scores (lateral and torsional) 

to get the single flexibility score. 

 

Figure 2. Testing Flexibility. Bending a shoe across the area of the ball of the foot with 

just a little effort earns a shoe a score of 2 (top left). If it requires a fair degree of 

concerted effort to bend the shoe, it warrants a 5 (top right). Being able to twist a 

shoe completely around its long axis earns it a 1 (bottom). 
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Anterior-Posterior Elevation – This is the amount of height added to the heel as 

part of the design and manufacture process, ranging from "flat," where the heel 

and toe have equivalent materials under them, up to "elevated," with 1-

centimeter of thickness at the toe increasing to 3.75 centimeters (1.5 inches) at 

the heel. This is a simple visual inspection in some instances, but the structure of 

many shoes obscures where the sole of the shoe actually is relative to the 

decorative external features. If one desires to be accurate, two small rulers are 

needed, one placed vertically on the inside of the shoe and one placed 

vertically on the surface on which the shoe rests. The difference in height 

between the two is the thickness of the sole. Do a measurement at the furthest 

point of the heel and one at the ball of the foot (or as far forward as the tongue 

of the shoe allows). No difference between the two values indicates a flat sole 

that is scored as a 1. A forefoot measurement of 1 centimeter and a heel height 

of 3.75 centimeters would rate a 5. As the angle decreases from there, the 

scores decrease as well. 

 

Figure 3. Longitudinal section of a shoe. Determining how thick a shoe sole is at 

various points along its body can be difficult as external features may mask true 

thickness. For a more precise measure, place one ruler on the inside the shoe at the 

furthest point to the rear of the heel and one ruler just on the outside of the heel (as 

indicated in “Inside View”). The differential is the height of the sole at the heel. Do 

the same measurement where the ball of the foot sits, or as far forward in the shoe 

as possible. In the example here, a shoe sole we consider to be very simple in 

construction and minimally cushioned is actually composed of five layers of 

compressible material.  
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Tarsal-Metatarsal Support – This is the presence of devices that reinforce the arch 

of the foot to include: six to nine lacing eyelet pairs, additional stitching along 

both sides of the arch, additional materials (often a logo) sewn into the upper 

material along both sides of the arch, a metatarsal strap across the mid-foot, an 

upper constructed of stretch-resistant material, a molded arch support of various 

materials included as part of the insole. The number of lacing eyelets is important 

as this is what customizes fit and support to your foot. Fewer eyelets provide a 

low score. The stitching and logos mounted on the side of the shoes are 

supportive elements of the shoe, not just decoration. Several rows of stitching 

and a sewn-on logo add to the score. A metatarsal strap is desirable on shoes 

that are going to be worn during lifting or throwing, so their presence adds to the 

score as well. Virtually all shoes include some type of built-up arch support as 

part of the insole. If the arch support is extremely compressible when you press 

on it, it gets a low score. If it is firm (but not rock hard), it gets a high score. 

Average these observations to obtain a single support score.    

Comfort – This is the first subjective assessment and is a widely variable entity, 

referring to an individual’s sense of ease and fit when wearing a shoe. The 

premise here is that one should always strive to use shoes that produce the 

personal perception rating of 5. This is quite dependent on selecting the correct 

size of shoe (length and width) and ensuring at least one adjustable means of 

tarsal-metatarsal support is present.  

Visual Appeal – Sense of style, sense of fashion, or whatever other idiom there is 

for it, you likely do have a preconceived notion of what a lifting shoe, a running 

shoe, or any shoe for that matter should look like. You also have a vague mental 

image of what they should look like on you. That’s the reason why shoe stores 

have mirrors. But visual appeal is an even more variable concept than comfort 

and it can change over time. The basic rule is that if they meet the requirements 

for being good training shoes, are comfortable to you, and you don't mind 

being seen wearing them, then they are OK to buy. 

Using the Rating Scheme 

Based on the mechanical and movement demands, every type of exercise 

activity has a profile of shoe characteristics fairly unique to it. The demands on a 

shoe during deadlifting are vastly different from those during long slow distance 

running. The following set of suggested values are intended to aid in selecting a 

shoe appropriate for the identified purpose in four cases and for general 

purposes in one case:  

Intended Shoe Use   Compression  Flexibility  Elevation  Support 

Desirable Weightlifting Shoe  5          4                4         5 

Desirable Powerlifting Shoe  5          4                2         5 

Desirable Running Shoe   4          3                2         4  

(specific to forefoot/midfoot strike—10-km distance or less) 
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Desirable Walking Shoe   2          2                4         3 

  (heel to toe gait) 

Desirable Multi-Purpose Shoe  4          3                3         5 

 (combined lifting and running—10-km distance or less) 

  

Obviously, there will be some variation in shoe manufacture that may make 

finding the absolute profiles provided here quite difficult. This is expected. These 

are guidelines. When you shop for your next pair of shoes, or evaluate the ones 

you currently have, you just need to approximate as closely as possible the 

objective measures profiles described. These ratings are no guarantee that the 

shoe you choose will be the best possible, but it will get you a fit for purpose 

shoe. 

Also note that the subjective elements, comfort and visual appeal, are not 

included in the five profiles provided. Not included as they are subjective, but 

also because you should strive for a five rating on comfort across all shoe 

purposes, always. Visual appeal is a volatile perceived notion, beauty is in the 

eye of the beholder after all. But also, where one sets the acceptable fashion 

bar standard might be a one (don’t really care about style), might be a five 

(fashionista). So do the objective tests first and if the shoe passes then do a 

comfort fitting. Then, if the shoe feels good, proceed then to the final visual 

appeal/style check, not how it looks on the shelf but how it looks on you.  

The beauty of this system is that all of these things can be evaluated in store, 

before you buy, or with reputable online merchants you can exchange and 

return the shoes if they fail these tests once you get your hands on them (terms 

and conditions always apply to exchanges and returns for refund, read them 

before you click to buy). 

Rules about Shoes 

Except for the shirt, competitive rules are a bit like the old adage, “no shirt, no 

shoes, no service”. In Weightlifting and Powerlifting, both sports require the 

competitor to wear shoes, mostly. 

International Weightlifting Federation 

Athletes must wear a weightlifting costume and sport footwear. 

Powerlifting America (International Powerlifting Federation) 

Shoes or boots shall be worn. 

 Shoes shall be taken to include only indoor sports shoes/sports boots; 

Weightlifting/Powerlifting boots or Deadlift slippers. 

 The above is referring to indoor sports e.g. wrestling/basketball. Hiking 

boots do not fall into this category 
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 No part of the underside shall be higher than 5 cm (1.96 in). 

 The underside must be flat i.e. no projections, irregularities, or a doctoring 

from the standard design. 

 Loose inner soles that are not part of the manufactured shoe shall be 

limited to one-centimeter thickness (0.39 in). 

 Socks with a rubber outside sole lining is not allowed in disciplines - 

Squat/Bench Press/Deadlift 

 

United States Powerlifting Association (International Powerlifting League) 

Lifting shoes or boots shall be worn. They may be of any color or colors. 

 Shoes shall be taken to include boots; sport shoes, trainer’s gymnastic 

slippers or any foot covering that has a patterned molding or foot type 

outline that provides an inner sole. 

 Shoes with metal spikes or metal cleats are not permitted. 

 

American Drug Free Powerlifting Federation (World Drug Free Powerlifting 

Federation) 

There is only implied regulation that shoes of some type must be worn. 

 

 Branding Rule – Footwear, no limits. 

 Bench Press Rule - The shoes must be flat on the floor, or flat on the built up 

surface. 

 

USA Powerlifting 

 

Shoes or boots shall be worn.  

 

 Shoes shall include only indoor sports shoes/sports boots, 

weightlifting/Powerlifting boots or deadlift slippers. The above is referring 

to indoor sports (e.g., wrestling/basketball). Hiking boots and cleated 

shoes do not fall into this category. 

 No part of the underside shall be higher than 5cm (1.96 in). 

 The underside must be flat (i.e., no projections, irregularities, or a doctoring 

from the standard design). 

 Loose inner soles that are not part of the manufactured shoe shall be 

limited to one centimeter thickness (0.39 in). 

 Socks with a rubber outside sole lining are not allowed in the squat, bench 

press, or deadlift. 

 Shoes with individual toes have been specifically banned by the IPF. 
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Amateur Athletic Union 

 

 Lifting Shoes or boots shall be worn. 

 

 The shoes shall conform to the following requirements: 

 Shoes with metal cleats or spikes are not permitted. 

 No Part of the underside shall be higher than 5 cm (1.96 in). 

 The underside must be uniform on both sides. 

 Loose inner soles that are not part of the manufactured shoe shall be   

      limited to one centimeter thickness (0.39 in) 

 

As you can see, the rules as written are quite vague, almost completely absent 

in some organizations. Which is odd if we believe that specific footwear has an 

important performance enhancement benefit. But since the rules across 

organizations are rudimentary, determining legality of shoe is done by officials 

operating on an often inconsistent shared experience and history of and within 

the sports. Word of mouth, experience, and recollected history inform them of 

what shoe is legal or not legal rather than codified rule. That can create friction 

at competitions when a lifter wears something that is considered illegal by a 

referee without written support from the governing body. However, it also means 

that by using the shoe rating system described here, the shoe you select can be 

judged legal in virtually all competitive organizations. 
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